This work deals with the simultaneous estimation of the spatially varying diffusion coefficient and of the source term distribution in a one-dimensional nonlinear diffusion problem. This work can be physically associated with the detection of material non-homogeneities such as inclusions, obstacles or cracks, heat conduction, groundwater flow detection, and tomography. Two solution techniques are applied in this paper to the inverse problem under consideration, namely: the conjugate gradient method with adjoint problem and a hybrid optimization algorithm. The hybrid optimization technique incorporates several of the most popular optimization modules; the Davidon-Fletcher-Powell (DFP) gradient method, a genetic algorithm (GA), the Nelder-Mead (NM) simplex method, quasi-Newton algorithm of Pshenichny-Danilin (LM), differential evolution (DE), and sequential quadratic programming (SQP). The accuracy of the two solution approaches was examined by using simulated transient measurements containing random errors in the inverse analysis.
NOMENCLATURE

D(x)
spatially dependent diffusion coefficient 
INTRODUCTION
Despite being considered in the past as not of physical interest because of their ill-posed character, inverse problems play nowadays an important role in the solution of a number of practical problems. The use of inverse methods represent a new research direction, where the results obtained from numerical simulations and from experiments are not simply compared a posteriori, but a close synergism exists between experimental and theoretical researchers during the course of the study, in order to obtain the maximum of information regarding the physical problem under consideration [1] . Most of the methods for the solutions of inverse problems, which are currently in common use, were formalized in the last four decades in terms of their capabilities to treat ill-posed unstable problems. The basis of such formal methods resides on the idea of reformulating an inverse problem in terms of an approximate well-posed problem, by utilizing some kind of regularization (stabilization) technique (see, e.g., references ).
In this work we present a comparison of two solution techniques, as applied to the inverse problem of simultaneous estimation of spatially dependent diffusion coefficients and source terms in a non-linear diffusion problem. The techniques examined here are the conjugate gradient method together with an adjoint problem formulation [2, 3, 6, 9, 13, 14] and a hybrid optimization algorithm [7, 8, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . The conjugate gradient method with adjoint problem is a function estimation approach [1] [2] [3] [4] , where no information is a priori assumed available regarding the forms of the unknown functions, except for the functional space that they belong to. It is assumed that the unknowns belong to the Hilbert space of square integrable functions in the spatial domain of interest [2, 3] . The hybrid optimization technique is a parameter estimation scheme, which consists of the use of the DavidonFletcher-Powell (DFP) gradient method, a genetic algorithm (GA), the Nelder-Mead (NM) simplex method, quasi-Newton algorithm of Pshenichny-Danilin (LM), differential evolution (DE), and sequential quadratic programming (SQP) [31] . It is robust, stable and can avoid local minima [7, 8, [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] . Highlights of the basic steps of these two solution techniques are presented below, as applied to the inverse problem of interest.
DIRECT PROBLEM
In this work we consider problems governed by the following non-linear diffusion equation
where r* denotes the vector of coordinates and the superscript * denotes dimensional quantities. Equation (1) can be used for the modeling of several physical phenomena, such as heat conduction [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , groundwater flow [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and tomography [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . We focus our attention here to a one-dimensional version of equation (1) written in dimensionless form as
and subject to the following boundary and initial conditions.
Notice that in the direct problem, the diffusion coefficient function D(x) and the source term distribution function µ(x)
are regarded as known quantities, so that a direct (analysis) problem is concerned with the computation of U(x,t).
INVERSE PROBLEM
For the inverse problem of interest here, the functions D(x) and µ(x) are regarded as unknown. Such functions will be simultaneously estimated by using measurements of U(x,t) taken at appropriate locations in the medium or on its boundaries. Such measurements may contain random errors. These measurement errors are assumed to be uncorrelated, additive, normally distributed, with zero mean, and with a known constant standard deviation. Practical applications of this inverse problem include the identification of non-homogeneities in the medium, such as inclusions, obstacles or cracks, determination of thermal diffusion coefficients and distribution of heat sources, groundwater flow and tomography physical problems, in which both D(x) and µ(x) vary.
The basic steps of the two solution techniques examined in this work are discussed below.
CONJUGATE GRADIENT METHOD WITH ADJOINT PROBLEM
For the simultaneous estimation of the functions D(x) and µ(x) with the conjugate gradient method with adjoint problem we consider the minimization of the following objective functional
where The use of the conjugate gradient method with an adjoint problem for the minimization of the objective functional (3) requires the solution of auxiliary problems, known as sensitivity and adjoint problems.
The sensitivity function, solution of the sensitivity problem, is defined as the directional derivative of U(x,t) in the direction of the perturbation of the unknown function [2, 3] . Since the present problem involves two unknown functions, two sensitivity problems are required for the estimation procedure, resulting from perturbations in D(x) and µ(x).
The sensitivity problem for U D (x,t) is obtained by assuming that the dependent variable U(x,t) is perturbed by ε∆U D (x,t) when the diffusion coefficient D(x) is perturbed by ε∆D(x), where ε is a real number. The sensitivity problem for D(x) is then obtained by applying the following limiting process
where L ε (D ε ) and L(D) are the direct problem formulations written in operator form for perturbed and unperturbed quantities, respectively. The application of the limiting process given by equation (4) results in the following sensitivity problem.
A limiting process analogous to that given by equation (4), obtained from the perturbation ε∆µ(x), results in the following sensitivity problem for ∆U µ (x,t)
A Lagrange multiplier λ(x,t) is utilized in the minimization of the functional (3) because the estimated dependent variable U[x m ,t;D(x),µ(x)] appearing in such functional needs to satisfy a constraint, which is the solution of the direct problem. Such Lagrange multiplier, needed for the computation of the gradient equations (as will be apparent below), is obtained through the solution of problems adjoint to the sensitivity problems, given by equations (5.a-d) and (6.a-d) [2, 3] . Despite the fact that the present inverse problem involves the estimation of two unknown functions, thus resulting in two sensitivity problems as discussed above, one single problem, adjoint to problems (5.a-d) and (6.a-d), is obtained. In order to derive the adjoint problem, the governing equation of the direct problem, equation (2.a), is multiplied by the Lagrange multiplier λ(x,t), integrated in the space and time domains of interest and added to the original functional (3). The following extended functional is obtained
where δ is the Dirac delta function.
Directional derivatives of S[D(x),µ(x)] in the directions of perturbations in D(x)
and µ(x) are respectively defined by
where S[D ε ,µ] and S[D,µ ε ] denote the extended functional (7) written for perturbed D(x) and µ(x), respectively.
After letting the above directional derivatives of S[D(x),µ(x)]
go to zero, which is a necessary condition for the minimization of the extended functional (7), and after performing some lengthy but straightforward manipulations [2, 3] , the following adjoint problem for the Lagrange multiplier λ(x,t) is obtained
During the limiting processes used to obtain the adjoint problem, applied to the directional derivatives of
in the directions of perturbations in D(x) and µ(x), the following integral terms are respectively obtained.
By invoking the hypotheses that D(x) and µ(x) belong to the Hilbert space of square integrable functions in the domain 1 0
, it is possible to write [2, 3] :
Hence, by comparing equations (10.a,b) and (11.a,b) we obtain the gradient components of S [D,µ] with respect to D(x) and µ(x), respectively, as
An analysis of equations (12.a) and (9.b.c) reveals that the gradient component with respect to D(x) is null at x = 0 and x = 1. As a result, the initial guess used for D(x) is never changed by the iterative procedure of the conjugate gradient method at such points, which can create instabilities in the inverse problem solution in their neighborhoods.
For the simultaneous estimation of D(x) and µ(x), the iterative procedure of the conjugate gradient method is written respectively as [2, 3] For the iterative procedure for each unknown function, the direction of descent is obtained as a linear combination of the gradient direction with directions of descent of previous iterations. The directions of descent for the conjugate gradient method for D(x) and µ(x) can be written respectively as
The superscripts qD and qµ in equations (14.a,b) represent the iteration numbers where a restarting strategy is applied to the iterative procedure for the estimation of D(x) and µ(x), respectively [30] .
Different versions of the conjugate gradient method can be found in the literature, depending on how the conjugation coefficients are computed. In this work we use the so-called Powell-Beale's version of the conjugate gradient method because of its superior robustness and convergence rate in non-linear problems [6, 30] . The conjugation coefficients for this version of the conjugate gradient method are given by [6, 30] { }
Powell-Beale's version of the conjugate gradient method is restarted by making the conjugation coefficient being orthogonal (which is a measure of the nonlinearity of the problem) or if the direction of descent is not sufficiently downhill. For further details, the reader is referred to [6, 30] .
The search step sizes 
are the solutions of the sensitivity problems given by equations (5.ad) and (6.a-d), respectively, obtained by setting
The use of the conjugate gradient method for the simultaneous estimation of D(x) and µ(x) can be suitably arranged in a systematic and straightforward computational procedure, which is omitted here for the sake of brevity, but can be readily adapted from those found in reference [3] . The conjugate gradient method of function estimation belongs to the class of iterative regularization methods [2] . For this class of methods, the stopping criterion for the computational procedure is chosen so that sufficiently accurate and smooth solutions are obtained for the unknown functions. Although different approaches can be used for the specification of the tolerance for the stopping criterion, we use in this work the discrepancy principle [2] .
HYBRID OPTIMIZATION APPROACH
The hybrid optimization algorithm [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] utilized in this work incorporates some of the most popular optimization algorithms: genetic algorithm, a quasi-Newton method, modified Nelder-Mead simplex method, sequential quadratic programming, Davidon-Fletcher-Powell gradient search algorithm and differential evolution. Each technique provides a unique approach to optimization with varying degrees of convergence, reliability and robustness at different cycles during the iterative optimization procedure. A set of analytically formulated rules and switching criteria were coded into the program to automatically switch back and forth among the different optimization algorithms as the iterative minimization process proceeded.
The evolutionary hybrid algorithm handles the existence of equality and inequality constraint functions in three ways: Rosen's projection method, feasible searching, and random design generation. Rosen's projection method provided search directions that guided descent-directions tangent to active constraint boundaries. In the feasible search, designs that violated constraints were automatically restored to feasibility via the minimization of the active global constraint functions. If at any time this constraint minimization failed, random designs were generated about the current design until a new feasible design was reached.
Gradients of the objective and constraint functions with respect to the design variables, also called design sensitivities, were calculated using finite differencing formulas. The population matrix was updated every iteration with new designs and ranked according to the value of the objective function. During the optimization process, local minima can occur and halt the process before achieving an optimal solution. In this case, the optimizer switches to another method. The user can also stop the iterative process, switch manually to another method and restart the optimizer from the previous iteration.
The population matrix was updated every iteration with new designs and ranked according to the value of the objective function. The optimization problem was completed when the maximum number of iterations or objective function evaluations were exceeded, or when the optimization program tried all individual optimization algorithms but failed to produce a non-negligible decrease in the objective function. The latter criterion was the primary qualification of convergence and it usually indicated that a global minimum had been found.
The hybrid optimization algorithm was applied to estimate the unknown parameters, correspondent to the values of the functions D(x) and µ(x) at each of the grid points.
Tikhonov's first-order regularization technique [5] was used in this case, in order to avoid solution instabilities resulting from the ill-posed character of the inverse problem. Note that we have also examined the use of zero-th and second order regularization schemes, but the best results were obtained with first order regularization. Then, the objective functional given by equation (3) 
where α 1 is the first order regularization parameter, which was assumed to be the same for the unknown functions D(x) and µ(x). In equation (19) , the first term on the RHS is the original functional given by equation (3), while the second term on the RHS is the first order regularization penalty function, which minimizes the oscillations on the estimated functions.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The accuracies of the solution methods described above were examined by using simulated transient measurements containing random errors in the inverse analysis. Functions containing discontinuities, which are the most difficult to be recovered by the inverse analysis, were used to generate the simulated measurements.
For the test cases examined, the direct, sensitivity and adjoint problems were numerically solved with finite volumes. The numerical solution of the direct problem was validated with a test case with a known analytical solution. The discrepancy between numerical and analytical solutions of the direct problem was less than 1%, by using 80 volumes and a time step of 0.0072 for the discretization. This number of volumes and time steps were used for all test cases considered in this work.
The test cases examined below in dimensionless form are physically associated with a heat conduction problem in a homogeneous steel bar of length 0. The final time is assumed to be 60 seconds, resulting in a dimensionless value of t f = 0.36, and 50 measurements are supposed available per temperature sensor. Figure 1 shows the results obtained with the conjugate gradient method and the measurements of two non-intrusive sensors, for a step variation of D(x) and for constant µ(x). The simulated measurements in this case contained random errors with standard deviation σ = 0.01 Y max , where Y max is the maximum absolute value of the measured variable. The initial guesses used for the iterative procedure of the conjugate gradient method and for the hybrid optimizer were D(x) = 0.9 and µ(x) = 4.5. We note in Figure 1 that quite good results were obtained for such a strict test case involving a discontinuous variation for D(x), even with only two nonintrusive sensors, by using the conjugate gradient method of function estimation. In order to find the best value of the regularization parameter α 1 , we used the L-shape curve [36] as shown in Figure 4 . In this figure, the x-axis represents the second term appearing on the RHS of equation (19) and the y-axis represents the first term appearing on the RHS of equation (19) . The best choice for α 1 is the one that minimizes both terms represented by the x and y-axis [36] . Note that the first term appearing in equation (19) is the original functional given by equation (3), while the second term is the regularization penalty function. The optimum value for α 1 in this case was 0.0001.
2nd term on the RHS of equation (19) 4E - Figure 4 . L-shape curve for choice of the regularization parameter using 2 sensors. Figure 5 shows the estimated functions obtained with such value of the regularization parameter and the hybrid optimization approach, with the measurements of two nonintrusive sensors. Note that the oscillations are eliminated because of the stabilization introduced by the first order regularization term. However, the estimated function for D(x) is in very bad agreement with the exact one. This is probably due to the fact that this case, involving 50 measurements per sensor and only two sensors, is underdetermined, that is, the number of unknown parameters is less than the number of measurements. Note that for the hybrid optimization approach, 2 parameters are estimated for each of the control-volumes used for the discretization of the domain, corresponding to the values of D(x) and µ(x) at the control volume. Therefore, a total of 160 parameters were estimated in this case. A comparison of the functions estimated for D(x) with the conjugate gradient method and with the hybrid optimization approach by using only two sensors (see figures 1 and 5, respectively) shows that the conjugate gradient method is not as sensitive to the fact that the problem is undetermined. This is probably because of the fact that the measured data is used in the source-function term of the adjoint problem in the function estimation approach with the conjugate gradient method, so that the information from the sensors at the boundaries is extended to the rest of the domain through the adjoint function λ(x,t). On the other hand, the accuracies of the functions estimated for µ(x) with the conjugate gradient method and with the hybrid optimization approach, with the measurements of two non-intrusive sensors (see figures 1 and 5, respectively), are similar. This is due to the fact that the exact µ(x) is constant and the initial guess used for both approaches was relatively near the exact function. Figure 6 shows the estimated functions obtained with the hybrid optimization approach and the measurements of 10 sensors evenly spread in the medium. For such a case, no regularization was used, that is, α 1 = 0. One can see the large oscillations in the estimated functions, but it is interesting to note that, even without any regularization, the hybrid optimization approach is capable of locating the discontinuities in D(x).
The L-shape curve [36] was also used in this case to choose the regularization parameter, as shown in Figure 7 , where we again choose a value of 0.0001 for the regularization parameter. Figure 8 shows the results obtained with by using either the conjugate gradient method or the hybrid optimization approach, when ten sensors are used in the inverse analysis. We note that the use of the regularization parameter, based on the Tikhonov's technique, produced the regularization necessary to obtain stable results for the estimation of both functions with the hybrid optimization approach. In fact, completely unstable results were obtained if the regularization technique was not used, as a result of the illposed character of the inverse problem under picture. Also, the results presented above show that the two solution approaches examined in this paper are not sensitive to measurement errors. In fact, qualitatively similar results were obtained by using errorless simulated measurements.
Finally, Figure 9 shows the convergence history of the hybrid optimizer for the estimation of the functions presented in Figure 8 , where one can see that no further reduction in the cost function is obtained after approximately 500 iterations. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this article we compared the conjugate gradient method and a hybrid optimization technique, as applied to the simultaneous estimation of the spatially dependent diffusion coefficient and of the source term distribution, in a onedimensional non-linear diffusion problem.
Quite accurate results could be obtained with the conjugate gradient method by using the measurements of ten sensors, even for a step variation of the diffusion coefficient, when the source term distribution was constant. The hybrid optimization technique produced equivalent results to those obtained with the conjugate gradient method, with the same number of sensors. On the other hand, with the use of only two sensors, when the estimation problem examined in this work was underdetermined, the results obtained with the conjugate gradient method of function estimation were in much better agreement with the exact functions than those obtained with the hybrid optimization approach.
The use of the regularization technique based on Tikhonov's regularization scheme produced the regularization necessary to obtain stable results for the estimation of both functions with the hybrid optimization approach. Similarly, the use of the discrepancy principle to select the stopping criterion for the iterative procedure of the conjugate gradient method resulted on stable solutions for both functions.
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